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READINGS 

From the Gospel of Matthew 6:21 
For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. 

 
From the Kindada Sutra 
A deva asked the Buddha:  
A giver of what is a giver of strength?  
A giver of what, a giver of beauty?  
A giver of what, a giver of ease?  
A giver of what, a giver of vision?  
And who is a giver of everything?  
Please explain this to me. 

The Buddha replied:  
A giver of food is a giver of strength.  
A giver of clothes, a giver of beauty.  
A giver of a vehicle, a giver of ease.  
A giver of a lamp, a giver of vision.  
And the one who gives a residence, is the one 
who is a giver of everything.  
But the one who teaches the Dharma is a giver 
of the Immortal.  

 

SERMON 
Ever had one of those dreams when you are constantly looking for some vitally important 
object, finding it and then losing it again? Meanwhile, sharks are swimming by the bedroom 
window and your mother is in the kitchen of your childhood home, baking cookies with garnets 
instead of chocolate chips, all of which keeps you well distracted from your search for the 
elusive object. Our dreams can seem like pure lunacy, for they speak the language of symbol 
and metaphor. Our trouble lies in the translation.  
  
Dreamworker Jeremy Taylor, says that whenever money shows up in our dream lives – paper 
money, wallets, piles of gold coins – it is often a metaphor for energy. It can give us insight into 
how and where and why we are spending our energy – the current or currency of our lives. If I 
hoard money in a dream, it could mean, not that I am a miser, but rather that I am gathering 
energy for some new endeavor. If the lost object I desperately seek is a wallet or even a single 
coin, what might that say about where I spend and use energy in my life? Seeking, finding and 
losing it over and over again?  
 
Of course if you go home tonight and dream about greenbacks and garnets, I make no claims 
as to what it means.   
 
This symbolism of money and energy is not really so different in our waking lives. The way we 
use, spend or give away what we have reflects our values and where we are expending our 
energy. It matters how we spend our money and what we spend it on. If being a member of 
this congregation is supposed to make a difference in how you live out your values, then it 
should also be reflected in your relationship to material things. “Where your treasure is, there 
your heart will be also.” 
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* * * * 

 
I’ll tell you about a retreat center I know that operates by two Buddhist principles. First, the 
Dharma – or truth – is always free; no one can charge for its teaching. And yet, second, to be 
in right relationship in the world, those who receive the Dharma give back what they can out of 
gratitude. They give their dana – their generosity.   
 
 
Most retreat centers in North America do not operate strictly by these two principles. Those on 
retreat usually pay up front for the retreat itself and give dana to the teachers when the retreat 
is done. I once heard a teacher explain that this is because in North America we tend to be 
suspicious of anything we get for free. We want to know up front that what we are getting into 
has value, and we measure value in dollars. 
 
I know of at least one Buddhist group that does not charge for retreats. They operate solely on 
the dana they receive. The Dharma is absolutely free. You can go to a ten-day retreat and 
walk away paying nothing. At just about every retreat someone does just this, and the retreat 
organizers don’t even blink. I know this well because I have done it. Those on retreat give their 
dana after the retreat, not to pay for themselves, but so that someone else who comes after 
may also receive the Dharma. Those on retreat know they are there only because of the 
generosity of those who came before. At the end of the retreat they are asked to give what 
they can to support the next retreat. Yes, there is a suggested amount, and the people decide 
what to give themselves. Some give the suggested amount, some give less and some give 
more.  
 
It may seem a great leap of faith to operate this way, but it works. The Central California center 
where I have been on three retreats has built a large meditation hall and several residence 
dorms. The Dharma offered there inspired that level of dana.  
 
These centers may operate on faith that seems surprising, even foolhardy. But I ask you, do 
you recognize yourselves in this story?  
 
For, perhaps without ever realizing it, this congregation operates on the very same principles. 
What is offered here on Sunday morning is free to all. Anyone may come here Sunday after 
Sunday, listen to the words, let the music enter their hearts, and depart without giving a thing. 
When the plate passes for the offering, we hope very much that people will fill it, but it is not a 
requirement. Our Dharma, our truth, is free. This service has already been paid for, so to 
speak, what we need is your dana so that we may continue to share our services and our 
message.  
 
This congregation lives almost entirely on the dana, the generosity of its members and friends. 
Look about you at this wonderful community built on the generosity of generations. Look at this 
sanctuary, the two wings that host Religious Exploration classes on Sundays and so many 
meetings and groups throughout the week. Look at your labyrinth and beautiful grounds. You, 
and people like you going back generations, have built and sustained all this. Ultimately, all of 
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you are here today not because of your own generosity, but because of what people have 
given to this community over more than half a century.   
 
Now of course, this is not to say that because the Dharma is free, it doesn’t matter what you 
give, and that if we just have enough faith all will be well. That wouldn’t be very practical…. 
The Buddha never said such a thing either. What we give in this community and in the world 
matters a great deal. It is vital to living with integrity.  
 
The Buddha knew that when people come in contact with the Dharma, they desire to live in 
right relationship and their generosity grows. That is what has happened and is happening 
here at BUUF again and again and again.   
 
     * * * * *  
 
Another way of thinking of our relationship to generosity comes from William Grace at the 
Center of Ethical Leadership. “If you want to know what your values really are, take a close 
look at two things – your datebook and your checkbook.” OK, for many of us now, it’s our 
Smartphone and our online checking account.  
 
This community, if it is living out its mission, should be changing your life. It should be helping 
you live more faithfully to your values. And it asks something of you. It asks something of your 
heart, something of your mind, and yes, something of your soul. It asks you to show up with 
your whole self – in all your wounded gloriousness, in all your humanity – and bring your 
stories to the altar of community. It asks you to listen to your own heart and listen to the stories 
that arise in the hearts of others.  
 
And that will be reflected in your life – and in things like your datebook and your checkbook.  
 
Money can be an awkward topic for us in church and beyond. The difficult financial times of the 
past few years have put all this in stark relief, making such conversation all the more important. 
This can be an awkward conversation, but it is one I am committed to having. These are 
uncomfortable think we should be talking about in church.  
 
For some this topic is so awkward they’d rather avoid at church all together, keeping the 
material and spiritual separate from each other. Yet in our commodified and consumption-
driven culture, if we remove our sense of spiritual well-being from our material well-being, I 
think it just makes us more susceptible to falling into the grip of that consumer culture. Our 
religious lives can and should inform our material lives. In dream metaphor the material is the 
spiritual, and I think this is true of our waking lives as well.  “Where your treasure is, there your 
heart will be also.” 
 
Church can be a place that helps us think about how we spend and give, and helps inform how 
we live. 
 
Becoming more generous is not just about what you give and what you keep, it’s about holding 
onto what you have more lightly. Being less attached and less fearful around matters of 
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material well-being. That can be a tall order, but that is exactly what the Buddha would 
counsel. For in fact being less attached and fearful and more generous can be a truly 
transformative practice.  
 
All this begs the question of what kind of people you want to be and become. And if what you 
want to become includes being generous, be prepared. 
 
As writer Joseph Harmon puts it, “Philanthropy is not for the faint-of-heart. It can result in its 
practitioners being transformed in ways they neither expected nor desired. Philanthropy exacts 
a human cost. It pulls us out of our self-imposed, self-defined existence and opens us up to the 
unknown. It makes us vulnerable. We are no longer dealing with ideas or philosophies, but 
with people and with basic human needs, such as survival and pride and relationships and 
mutual responsibilities.” 
 
But isn’t that what we want?  Isn’t that part of the reason we engage in religious community, to 
help us confront the deepest realities of life, to help us reach out to one another, so that 
together we can create something new and change the world? 
 
This is part of the Dharma of this congregation, as together we confront and engage the 
deepest realities of life. As we reach out to one another, challenging each other to be our best 
selves, to grow and to be changed? To live faithfully to values, meaning ad purpose? To pass 
on all that we have learned to our children? To live faithfully, not fearfully. 
 
And here’s the other thing – not only will our own lives be changed by generosity, but the world 
can be changed as well. 
 
Our wider community is a more compassionate place because this congregation is here. Think 
of the people who lived their values by standing in the Capitol recently bearing witness to the 
rights of the LGBT community. Think of those who work at the Boise Farmer’s Market, at the 
Interfaith Sanctuary homeless shelter. Think of the voices of many faiths heard in this 
sanctuary. BUUF is not the host of every liberal religious or progressive event in the Boise, yet 
you are on the short list of venues for every one of them.  You are well-known for your Dharma 
and for your courage in speaking it. 
 
I know you often feel a small community in what seems like a sea of conservatism. Yet from 
even my relatively short experience here, I can tell you that you are seen, known and 
respected for the courageous way you live your values.  
 
Your giving is not just an act of generosity but an investment in the kind of world you want. A 
world of justice equity and compassion. It’s an investment in the kind of church you want. One 
that supports children and families of every configuration. One that works for justice in the 
world.  One that helps bend the moral arc of the universe toward justice. 
 
There is a saying that the best time to plant a tree is 25 years ago. The second best time is 
today. Think of all the trees that have been planted by this congregation for 50-plus years. 
Think of the trees you are still planting.  
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What you give to this church is not for yourself alone, in fact it is for yourself perhaps least of 
all. It is so much more for the children and all those who will follow you. Someone else started 
this church and you found it. What can you do to sustain its future?  
 
So many say that you have found a home here among the people in this congregation – a 
home you didn’t necessarily expect, a home perhaps you didn’t know you were looking for.  
Your heart is here. How your treasure followed? 
 
Yes, this congregation has been built on generosity. Now imagine what you could do if 
everyone who can increased their pledges by 10 percent or even 20 or more. What might you 
bring into being then? It boggles the mind, but go ahead, dream a little. 
 
Give to this church what you can, not from guilt or duty, please. Give because someone came 
before you and gave to you. Give because in this congregation you listen to one another, you 
care for one another. Give because the dharma, the great truths you come in contact with here 
have changed you. Give because together we can change the world.  
 
Come to Celebration Sunday next week – in a SINGLE service at 10 am – to celebrate 
together all that you have created together, all that you have done, and all you hope to do. 
Come to plant more trees, to plant sunflowers, to grow in spirit and generosity, come to 
connect with one another, to see old friends and make connections with new ones.  To deepen 
the ties of community.  To weave the tapestry of love more tightly with more beautiful and 
intricate patterns. 
 
Your liberal religious voice is vital to the world. When you give to this community you are giving 
to ensure that this voice of truth will continue. As the Buddha said, it is good to give food, 
clothing and shelter, but giving of the Dharma, that is  immortal.  
 
Amen. 
Blessed Be 
  

 


